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Via email: andrea.rosen@crtc.gc.ca 
 
Ms. Andrea Rosen 
Chief Compliance & Enforcement 
   Officer 
Canadian Radio-television & Telecom 
  Commission 
Ottawa, Ontario  K1A 0N2 
 
Dear Ms. Rosen: 
 
Re: Your File No. 545613 - Internet Traffic Management Practice (“ITMP”), Section 

36 of the Telecommunications Act, SC 1993, c.38 as amended (“Act”) & 
Paragraphs 126 and 127 of Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657 (“TRP 
CRTC 2009-657”) 

 
Thank you for your letter of January 20th, 2012.  In accordance with your request for a 
response by 12 p.m. February 3rd, 2012, I am pleased to provide the response of Rogers 
Communication Partnership. 
 
Our response will describe our understanding of your investigative findings, and respond to 
each of the allegations you made in your letter of January 20th, 2012.  
 
Your Investigation 
 
A reading of the Summary of Evidence attached to your letter of January 20th, 2012 and an 
examination of the subsequent materials you provided to us leave some doubt about the 
nature of your investigative findings.  Accordingly, I will describe our understanding of what 
you have done.  You have read information from the website of Cisco Systems Inc., which 
states that after all traffic identification functions are performed by their traffic management 
hardware, any traffic which remains unidentified, which uses P2P file sharing ports, is 
classified as P2P file sharing traffic and subjected to traffic management.  It appears that your 
testing involved sending a file not recognized by the Cisco database of known applications 
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which was directed to the peer-to-peer file sharing ports and which was indeed subject to 
traffic management.   
 
Your Allegation 
 
You have alleged that Rogers is causing a “noticeable degradation to time-sensitive traffic 
…”.   You have asked us to either provide a rebuttal to your evidence or provide you with a 
plan to come into compliance with the Act. 
 
Rogers’ Response 
 
First, it should be noted that very little traffic is affected by the traffic management of 
unidentified traffic on peer-to-peer file sharing ports.  Rogers has conducted a test of real 
world traffic and determined that only .005% of real world traffic falls into this category.  In 
other words, 5 one thousandths of 1% of real world traffic is not classified by the Cisco 
software and is on peer-to-peer file sharing ports.  Furthermore, it should be noted that very 
little traffic which is not peer-to-peer file sharing traffic uses the ports conventionally used by 
peer-to-peer file sharing traffic, and that traffic would generally be classified correctly using 
the other methods of classification.  Indeed, the above-noted file was referred to the 
Compliance and Enforcement Sector because of a complaint from a Rogers customer, 
representing himself and other online gamers, who, collectively were playing online games.  
None of these online games designate the peer-to-peer file sharing ports as their default 
ports.  While it would be possible for a customer to configure their game to use these ports, it 
is not clear why a customer would do so.  Similarly, we are not aware of any time-sensitive 
applications which are configured to use peer-to-peer file sharing ports as their default ports.  
Accordingly, we have a very high level of confidence that, with respect to these ports, the 
Cisco software has only traffic managed peer-to-peer file sharing traffic as it is designed to 
do.   
 
Of course, there have been a few isolated cases of misclassification on other ports which led 
to the complaint that was referred to the Compliance and Enforcement Sector.  However, the 
issue which you have identified has nothing to do with this misclassification, and we do not 
believe that it has anything to do with the problems which a few of our customers have 
experienced while playing online games.   
 
The attached letter from Cisco confirms their understanding that the traffic management of 
unclassified traffic using peer-to-peer file sharing ports will not result in the traffic 
management of time-sensitive traffic. 
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Nonetheless, out of an abundance of caution and to allay any concerns which the 
Commission’s investigation may have created, we have reconfigured the Cisco equipment so 
that the unclassified traffic on peer-to-peer ports is no longer traffic managed.   
 
In addition, we have been reviewing our traffic shaping policy for several months. New 
technologies and ongoing investments in network capacity will allow Rogers to begin phasing 
out that policy starting in March 2012. These changes will be introduced to half of Rogers 
existing Internet customers by June 2012 and to its remaining customers by December 2012. 
It will be rolled out in stages to make sure that customers continue to receive a reliable, 
consistent and fast high speed internet experience.  
 
 
Other Issues Raised in Your Summary of Evidence 
 
In your summary of evidence, you state that:  
 

“Compliance and Enforcement Sector staff also notes Rogers’ disclosure of its network 
management policy, which indicates that an application may not attain full speed if 
encrypted and not using a standard port for the application/protocol in question.  
Moreover, while Rogers has stated that misclassification occurs in only a few cases, 
staff notes that Cisco identifies various applications that may have been misclassified.” 

 

These two sentences have nothing to do with the issue raised in your January 20th, 2012 
letter.  The disclosure regarding encrypted traffic which does not use a standard port arises 
from CRTC File # 503207.  That case involved a customer who was using an encrypted 
protocol on a non-standard port simultaneously with P2P file sharing traffic.  The encrypted 
traffic could be traffic managed.  In our letter of December 10th, 2010, we informed the 
Commission that we would update our website to disclose the problem.  (We note that Bell 
has a similar disclosure on their website.)  This problem with the Cisco software has now 
been fixed.  We are happy to delete this disclosure if the Commission wishes us to do so.   
 
The second sentence may indicate a misunderstanding regarding the information on the 
Cisco website.  While the Cisco website does identify various applications that may have 
been misclassified, most of these misclassifications are of non-P2P to other non- P2P 
applications.  Since Rogers only applies traffic management to peer-to-peer file sharing 
applications, the majority of Cisco misclassifications have no impact whatsoever on Rogers’ 
customers.  The only misclassifications of P2P file sharing traffic generally relate to the online 
games which we have disclosed. 
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Conclusion 
 
The testing which the Commission has done was artificial in that it was designed to send a 
file which would be subject to traffic shaping.  Your traffic was not representative of the way 
our online gaming customers or other customers use the Internet.  The result of your testing 
is not surprising:  it showed that the system operates as it was configured to do.  In the real 
world, an insignificantly small amount of traffic would be subject to traffic management based 
on using a peer-to-peer file sharing port and virtually all of that traffic is peer-to-peer file 
sharing traffic.  Since this traffic is on peer-to-peer file sharing ports and since time-sensitive 
traffic does not specify these ports as their default ports, the chances of time-sensitive traffic 
being traffic managed on these ports are vanishingly small.  Accordingly, we do not believe 
that Rogers’ ITMPs have traffic managed time-sensitive traffic.  However, out of an 
abundance of caution, we have reprogrammed the software so that this unclassified traffic is 
no longer subject to traffic management.  In addition, as noted above, we will cease traffic 
shaping in our network this year. 
 
 
Yours very truly, 
 

 
 
Kenneth G. Engelhart 
Senior Vice President – Regulatory 
 
 
Attach. 




